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Silviu “Silview” Costinescu (h ps://ko-ﬁ.com/silview)
(h ps://ko-ﬁ.com/silview)
Unlimited Hangout (h ps://unlimitedhangout.com/) and Michael McKibben took it from we left it and did such an
top-class job just where we got stuck!
So I don’t want keep your a ention for ourselves too long… Everything we hinted or expected got conﬁrmed, and
much more. I don’t vouch for every li le detail in their work, just for about 99% of it and the general conclusion, that I
also suggested in my previous work, but I missed the hard evidence.
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Schwab Genealogy & History
Schwab is a locational German name, ﬁrst given to someone who lived in the medieval dukedom of Swabia in
southwest Germany, now Bavaria. This region took its name from the ﬁrst century BCE Germanic tribe given the Latin
name Suebi or Suevi. Schwab family history was ﬁrst recorded in Franconia and Mecklenburg and includes Ulrich
Schwab, the ﬁrst Count of Nemerow. Variations on the spelling include Schwab, Schwebel, and Swab. American
Schwab genealogy began around 1700 in Pennsylvania and includes ﬁnancier Charles Schwab.
However, many Jews se led in Swabia and took the name, that’s why it’s erroneously perceived as a Jewish name in
some areas.
That also played a historical role in an event that now shapes our lives.
A certain Jewish woman got involved with Schwabs that eventually came out as Nazi collaborators and Holocaust
proﬁteers. And Klaus came to be…

Read here (h ps://unlimitedhangout.com/2021/02/investigative-reports/schwab-family-values/) (where all the links and
references are)
https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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Listen here:

Audio version courtesy of:
Audioboy – Truth Audiobooks@audioboy (h ps://odysee.com/@audioboy:7)
Please consider supporting his channel, thank you

… AND THEN IT GOT EVEN DEEPER

https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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Michael McKibben of Leader Technologies and his group of researchers have done a DEEP dive into the history and
the lineage of the World Economic Forum’s Klaus Schwab (h ps://aim4truth.org/2021/03/16/klaus-schwab-is-the-greatbarker-of-the-fourth-reich/). He shares their shocking discoveries in this audio, with AIM4Truth’s Douglas Gabriel.
0:00 / 0:00

DOWNLOAD PDF PRESENTATION (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2021-03-15-KLAUS-SCWHAB-IS-THEGREAT-BARKER-OF-THE-FOURTH-REICH-Americans-for-Innovation-Mar-15-2021.pdf)

Excerpts:

WEF IS A INSIDER TRADING FRAUD CIRCUS BARKED BY
SCHWAB
Our discoveries about Klaus Schwab should prove beyond question that WEF is u erly fraudulent and an enemy of all
humanity.
WEF meets every year in early February in Davos, Swi erland to map out their dystopic plans. We will show below
that they are criminal, inhuman frauds. We will also show that Klaus Schwab is a sociopath with pathological mommy
issues.
We have learned with these corruptocrat biographies that the information they hide is always highly instructive to their
true characters.

Schwab’s hometown—Ravensburg, Germany—was the first German city to
practice eugenics (killing “useless eaters”)
Ravensburg was a transport hub for stolen Nazi gold to the Swiss Bank for International Se lements run by Pilgrims
Society spies Allan W. Dulles (later C.I.A. director, 1953-61), Edwin W. Pauley (Allied reparations) and William J.
Donovan, director of the OSS (MI6-controlled precursor to the C.I.A.—Dulles’ boss)
Schwab’s family company, Escher Wyss, exploited slave labor and Allied POWs, manufactured key nuclear bombmaking technologies for Adolf Hitler and South Africa, sold Swiss ﬂame throwers to the Nazis, and was named a
National Socialist Model Company by Adolf Hitler

Schwab’s Escher Wyss company was protected not only by Hitler, but by
Switzerland, Britain and America—making Schwab a criminal foreign meddler
in every sense

https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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.

KLAUS’ HIDDEN NAZI PAST
Klaus’ mainstream media and academia propagandists have hidden his Nazi past in a blizzard of awards, WEF
programs, ghost-wri en books, speeches, interviews, honorary professorships and doctorates from all over the world.
AFI researchers have dubbed Klaus “old sourpuss” because he almost never smiles. Now we know why. He knows he
is a fraud—a circus barker who grew up with a silver spoon in his mouth whose heart has nothing good to share with
the world.
Klaus also hides that his biological mother was Jewish.
https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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In his just-published propaganda Stakeholder Capitalism (Wiley, NY: 2021), Klaus wrote on the dedication page that his
mother was Erika Epprecht. (“To my parents, Eugen Wilhelm Schwab and Erika Epprecht who taught me ﬁrsthand the
value of education, collaboration, and the stakeholder principle”). This is a boldface lie.

KLAUS’S BIRTH MOTHER WAS JEWESS EMMA GISELA
TEKELIUS SCHWAB (NÉE KILIAN)
Klaus and his older brother, Hans Ernst, were born to Eugen Wilhelm Schwab and Emma Gisela Tekelius Schwab
(née Kilian) in Ravensburg (Mar. 30, 1938) and Karlsruhe (Oct. 13, 1927) respectively.
Hans Ernst did not disown their Jewish mother Emma like his brother Klaus has. On Dec. 09, 1938, Emma Schwab
emigrated to the United States as Gisela Schwab, leaving her suckling infant Klaus, presumably forever. Was she
ﬂeeing Hitler’s Jewish persecution? Possibly. Was Klaus’ 50% Jewish blood being buried and replaced by a pure Aryan
persona? Probably, especially considering his and his father’s life-long silence about her.
By contrast, wife Erika was of sturdy Aryan stock—acceptable to the Nazis. She was from Zurich, born Dec. 31, 1906,
and like Vladimir Lenin, Erika lived just a ten-minute taxi ride from the Escher-Wyss turbine manufacturing campus in
Zurich, according to the 1935 city directory.
Klaus’ pretend-mother Erika worked in personnel recruiting in Zurich. Ravensburg registry oﬃcials were unhelpful
with birth, marriage and divorce records for Eugen Wilhelm Schwab, so no records of a divorce from Emma or remarriage to Erika were discovered.
However, we do see Eugen and Erika traveling to Brazil in 1960, presumably to visit Hans Ernst and Escher-Wyss that
Hans managed. Escher-Wyss, now Sulzer AG and Andri AG, as well as Hilde’s Festo AG, all have large footprints in
Brazilian industry, then and today.
Since Klaus hides his Jewish mother Emma—never speaking of her—we can only surmise that he suﬀers deep-seated
abandonment issues, even now. This begs the question how this life-long maternal abandonment has aﬀected his
moral and spiritual priorities. Evidently badly.

https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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EUGEN W. SCHWAB WAS A NUCLEAR-HAWKING
RAVENSBURG CITY FATHER
Klaus’ father, Eugen Wilhelm Schwab, was the managing director of Escher-Wyss & Co.
(h ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escher_Wyss_%26_Cie.) in 1938 when Klaus was born in Ravensburg, Germany, and
continued with the company as President Emeritus until his death in 1982.
Escher-Wyss was founded in 1805, and developed unique engineering, manufacturing and high-strength materials
capabilities focused on gas turbines, compressors, power generation, heat pumps, hydraulics, ships, thermal and
hydroelectric power, and related automation controls.
Klaus has hidden Escher-Wyss Nazi sins his entire career. They are only now emerging. A few other researchers seem
to have unearthed this evidence just recently as well. Much of it has been suppressed behind Top Secret archives in
Swi erland, Germany, Britain and the United States—only recently released after 90+ years of in-human, diabolical
suppression.
First, at the time of Klaus’ birth in 1938, Escher-Wyss had already been helping the German government build
compressors, turbines and other critical elements for an emerging nuclear industry (since 1929). So, it stands to reason
that as Hitler came to power, he coddled Escher-Wyss and the Schwabs.
The British 1965 propaganda ﬁlm The Heroes of Telemark
(h ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Heroes_of_Telemark#:~:text=The%20Heroes%20of%20Telemark%20is,Norwegian%20resistan
ce%20soldier%20Knut%20Haukelid.) is about the Nazi heavy water manufacturing plant in Norway. That plant was built
by Escher-Wyss.
Second, as Klaus grew into the Escher-Wyss Schwab family business, he watched his father Eugen make top secret deals
with South Africa to supply key components for a nuclear bomb.
Then, when Klaus graduated from university in Zurich, funded by Escher-Wyss, he was immediately assigned to
handle a 10,000-employee merger between Escher-Wyss and Sulzer AG. The merged company continued to supply
nuclear bomb capabilities to South Africa with Klaus leading the eﬀort, right up to 1971 when he started the European
Management, and very probably afterwards.

FINALLY, THE BILL CLINTON PARDON OF MARC RICH ON JAN.
20, 2001 & HILLARY’S URANIUM ONE (2009) COME INTO
FOCUS: RICH WAS BUSTING NUCLEAR SANCTIONS FOR
KLAUS SCHWAB’S WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM CRONIES
South Africa was busting U.S. nuclear armament sanctions (clearly a ruse to fool the world public) for Sulzer-EscherWyss using Marc Rich, the notorious Swiss fugitive who was famously pardoned by Bill Clinton on Jan. 20, 2001. This
fact alone places Klaus Schwab on the list of aiding and abe ing convicted criminals like Marc Rich.
C.I.A. archive documents show that Escher-Wyss and Sulzer were being directed by the U.S. Department of Energy
and the State Department. This would logically mean that Klaus Schwab was a triple-agent, working simultaneously
for: (1) the CIA-MI6-UN British-Americans Pilgrims Society, (2) Nazis (now Germany) and (3) Swi erland.
https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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Do we really want a triple-agent lying spy running the “Great Reset” and “Build Back Be er?”
Third, Escher-Wyss was one of the largest employers in Ravensburg, Germany.
Fourth, Escher-Wyss was the ﬁrst city in Nazi German to practice eugenics principles to murder “useless eaters”
emerging from the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (something like the National Institute of Health in the US, or Tavistock
Institute in the UK).
Fifth, contrary to the propaganda stories about Ravensburg’s lack of war-making industries (as the reason why the
Allies did not bomb the city and its Escher-Wyss industry), we discovered many Ravensburg unconfessed sins
surrounding the Schwab’s and Escher-Wyss.
Besides parts for ships, airplanes, submarines and power plants, Escher-Wyss brokered ﬂame throwers built in their
Zurich plant and sold to the Nazis. This information comes from the U.S. Archives. This would have been handled by
Eugen Schwab with a then about 5-year old Klaus at his side. They also supplied turbines, compressors and propellers
for Nazi ships and submarines, as well as gas turbines for powering the war machine, in addition to their nuclear
technology.
Escher-Wyss exploited slave labor (Jewish, Russian, Gypsy, homosexual, Hungarian, Romanian, Polish ), as well as
Allied POWs. Being a National Socialists Model Company, this would certainly have included Dr. Josef Mengele’s
biological war crimes (“The Angel of Death”).

KLAUS & HILDE’S INTERLOCKING COMPANIES EMPLOY OVER
50,000 TODAY—ALL FED BY WEF INSIDER TRADING
Escher Wyss today operates under numerous re branded names including Andri AG
(h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/library/2019-Andri -Group-ANDRITZ-FINANCIAL-REPORT-Andri 2019.pdf) and Sulzer AG (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/library/2021-03-03-Sulzer-(manufacturer)-OverviewWikipedia-accessed-Mar-03-2021.pdf). These companies are poised to proﬁt enormously from the priorities reﬂected in
Klaus Schwab’s so-called “Great Reset,” including hydropower, plasma turbines, nuclear power, materials science,
nuclear weapons, oil and gas, coal, bio fuel, paper, food, robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence, ﬁnancing, patents,
pharmaceuticals and more.
Historically, the ﬁrst (IBM) punch card machine readers, sometimes called Hollerith machines, were ﬁrst manufactured
by companies like Escher-Wyss and Sulzer who specialized in textile machines in the 1880s. Punched cards were used
to created diﬀerent pa ers on textile machines, as well as in player pianos. Other names in this business were Semyon
Korsakov (ca. 1805); Charles Babbage (ca. 1855); Herman Hollerith (ca. 1880); The Tabulating Machine Company (ca.
1910), including Dehomag (Deutsche Hollerith-Maschinen GmbH, IBM Germany); and Computing-TabulatingRecording Company (1911, renamed IBM).
Note: IBM International president Jacques G. Maisongroung was a feature speaker at Klaus M. Schwab’s ﬁrst European
Management Forum on Feb. 04-07, 1971, along with the black monarch and Fourth Reich heir apparent O o von
Habsburg.
Klaus’s married Hilde Stoll in the weeks following the ﬁrst Forum in 1971. This was an evident corporate marriage.
Hilde’s family, to this day, owns an engineering, robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence and process controls manufacturer
name FESTO with over 20,000 employees.
It should be noted that the Escher and Sulzer families are interlocked with the Stolls, Schwabs and Bodmar families.
The Bodmar family property in Cologny, Geneva Canton, Swi erland is the current site of The World Economic
Forum headquarters as well as the Schwab residence—like a ri y WACO-like compound.

https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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The Bodmar family is a 15th-century silk manufacturing family who purchased the WEF land from Fanny MoserSulzer (Sulzer AG). Hans von Schulthess-Bodmar was a director of Escher-Wyss & Co. and those interlocked
engineering ﬁrms and exclusive private banks are still in operation today (Escher & Rahn renamed Rahn Bodmer).
Indeed, none of these family businesses have lack funding. Given their close proximity to untold amounts of stolen
Nazi-Japanese gold at the Bank for International Se lements, their “success” comes into focus. In fact, it was during the
Marshall Plan that the British Pilgrims Society took control of these Second-Reich family corporate empires to serve
their secular new world order scheme.
Martin Bodmar was born the same year as Klaus’ father Eugen (1899). Martin was a vice-president of the International
Red Cross (1940-71). Klaus is believed to have a ended grade school in the Au suburb of Zurich (1945-47, ages 7-9) and
lived in Bodmar castle during that posh primary schooling.

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CREATED A
GOLD-LAUNDERING BEACHHEAD IN RAVENSBURG & FUNDED
ESCHER-WYSS, SULZER, STOLL AND FESTO PERPETUALLY
Klaus had all of his schooling bankrolled by Escher-Wyss ﬁnanciers in Zurich just as his father Eugen Schwab, as
managing director of Escher-Wyss & Cie. (Co.) in Ravensburg was forming the Ravensburg Chamber of Commerce
and Industry as vice-president (1945-46).
Eugen formed the Ravensburg Chamber of Commerce at the behest of Sir Winthrop W. Aldrich (Rockefeller, Henry
Kissinger’s and Paul Volcker’s boss), Allan W. Dulles (OSS/CIA Bern, Swi erland), and the Bank for International
Se lements set up by MI6 and the CIA.
The British Pilgrims Society had already begun to funnel dirty Marshall Plan funds to insider companies like EscherWyss and Festo and their interlocked private Swiss banking family companies, even before the war ended, in exchange
for Ravensburg’s help in transporting the Nazi gold to Bill J. Donovan, Allan W. Dulles and Edwin Pauley
(OSS cum MI6—the rogue C.I.A.), the British Pilgrims Society required Schwab fealty to the new world order being
fronted by their newly-forming United Nations.
Note: Lord Mark Malloch-Brown (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2018-07-19-PART-II-LORD-MARK-MALLOCHBROWN-THE-GLOBALIST-RACKETEER-KINGPIN-RUNNING-THE-QUEEN-S-PRIVY-COUNCIL-WITH-GEORGESOROS-Americans-for-Innovation.pdf), the current Pilgrims Society chairman of SGO Smartmatic (with its masked
OpTech ballot scanning software running in Dominion, ES&S, Hart InterCivic, Sequoia, Diebold, Premier), has served
in almost every senior post at the United Nations: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in
Thailand, Africa, Central America and Geneva; Reform of UN communications; UN Development Program (UNDP);
London International Model UN; UN Millennium Summit; and Deputy Secretary-General.
Note also: Sir Nigel Graham Knowles (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2021-02-09-SIR-NIGEL-KNOWLES-THEKING-OF-K-STREET-IS-THIS-PRINCES-TRUST-CRIMINAL-TOO-CORRUPT-TO-JAIL-Americans-for-InnovationFeb-09-2021.pdf) is Malloch-Brown’s fellow Pilgrim in SGO Smartmatic where he is director, chief trustee of Prince’s
Trust America, and employed Kamala Harris newly-minted husband Doug Emhoﬀ at DLA Piper LLP law.
Starting even before the Germans surrendered on May 07, 1945—just two weeks after the famous “Link-Up” (Apr. 25,
1945) of the American 69th Infantry Division (h p://www.69th-infantry-division.com/) with the Soviet 58th Guards in
Torgau—Ravensburg was a staging ground for shipping stolen Nazi gold to Swi erland. It has also been a processing
hub for Allied POWs as evident cover for Ravensburg duplicities discussed herein.
The looted Nazi gold was routed through Ravensburg, near the Swiss-Lichtenstein border, and sent to the Bank for
International Se lements in Basel, Bern and Zurich. Allen W. Dulles was the OSS spy director in Bern in charge of the
Nazi gold for the Allies (Read: Pilgrims Society).
https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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After the war, Dulles became the ﬁrst director of the C.I.A. and was the man who later covered up the Kennedy
Assassination in the Warren Commission, after, many believe, he ordered President Kennedy’s assassination to protect
his emerging Pilgrims Society global enterprise founded on the stolen Nazi and Japanese gold—the banking system
that operates today, still named the Bank for International Se lements, Zurich that handles inter banking special
drawing rights.
President Kennedy was assassinated not long after he told a colleague: “I will splinter the CIA [Dulles’ creature] into a
thousand pieces and sca er it into the winds.” (New York Times (h p://www. coverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyberhijack-ﬁndings.html#1963), Apr. 25, 1966).
Escher-Wyss hosted numerous Sir Winthrop’s Chamber meetings in Zurich and Ravensburg sponsored by their fatherson city fathers team of Eugen and Klaus Schwab.
As the Escher-Wyss managing director, Eugen was a man whose favor was sought in both Germany, Swi erland, and
the Pilgrims Society, and who was grooming son Klaus to take over their Escher-Wyss dynasty, now 216 years old.
ELECTION RIGGING LEADERSHIP EMERGES FROM WEF & THEIR PILGRIMS SOCIETY OVERLORDS
Today, Klaus Schwab’s Andri AG auditor is KPMG who also audits SERCO (controlled by the British Crown) and
SGO Smartmatic (aka Dominion etc.) Voting Systems (controlled by Lord Mark Malloch-Brown and Sir Nigel Knowles
(h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2021-02-09-SIR-NIGEL-KNOWLES-THE-KING-OF-K-STREET-IS-THISPRINCES-TRUST-CRIMINAL-TOO-CORRUPT-TO-JAIL-Americans-for-Innovation-Feb-09-2021.pdf), Kamala Harris’
British handler.
Klaus received a bachelor and PhD in engineering from Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH Zürich,
Swi erland, co-founded by Alfred Escher (1855).
Klaus also received overlapping masters and PhD degrees from the Jesuit University of Fribourg, Swi erland (196267). These Jesuits boast numerous Pilgrims Society globalists like British Zionist Chaim Azriel Weizmann; Basil Hume,
archbishop of Canterbury; and, Juan Carlos, King of Spain.
Weizmann developed acetone used in cordite explosives for the British war industry in WWI, along with fellow British
Zionist Sir Alfred M. Mond (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2019-09-12-STUNNING-REVELATIONS-PROVEMSM-IS-MUCH-MORE-DANGEROUS-THAN-YOU-IMAGINE-Americans-for-Innovation-Sep-12-2019.pdf), chairman
of Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) and gunpowder—a founding member of the Pilgrims Society (1902). He also
founded the Weizmann Institute, funded by Lord Victor Rothschild, that coordinated biological research closely tied to
the Coronavirus patent developer (U.S. Pat. No. No. 10,130,701, awarded Nov. 20, 2018)—The Pirbright Institute (UK)
(h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2020-01-30-CORONAVIRUS-TRACED-TO-THE-BRITISH-CROWN-Americansfor-Innovation-Jan-30-2020.pdf). In fact, Pirbright tested many of biotechnology trials in Israel, according to newlyreleased Dr. Sydney Brenner (h ps://www. coverup.com/docs/aﬁ/2020-06-10-HOW-THE-ROTHSCHILDS-USEMASS-SURVEILLANCE-AND-NANOTECH-BIOWEAPONS-TO-SUSTAIN-THE-iMPERIAL-BRITISH-WORLDORDER-Americans-for-Innovation-Jun-10-2020-compressed.pdf) Victor Rothschild correspondence.
In 1966-67, Klaus was shuﬄed oﬀ to Boston for his Harvard grooming. He received a master’s in public administration
from the John F. Kennedy School of Government. There he admits collaborating with Pilgrims Society inner circle
gadabouts Henry Kissinger and John K. Galbraith. Galbraith and Kissinger came to play leading rolls in the World
Economic Forum strategies and tactics.
On the wings of Kissinger’s Pilgrims Society instructions, Klaus Schwab was assigned to organize the Europe
Management Forum starting in 1971.
Starting in 1965, the U.S. Department of Energy began funding the development of nuclear weapons capability in
apartheid South Africa (read: British-controlled).
Newly-discovered information for this most top secret program reveal that Sulzer-Escher-Wyss supplied critical
components to the enrichment of triggering of a nuclear bomb, ostensibly for the South Africans. Apparently their
prized elephant herds needed protecting.
https://silview.media/2021/02/28/pulitzer-worthy-someone-finally-traced-klaus-schwabs-nazi-roots/
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NUCLEAR WARMONGERS (KLAUS SCHWAB & HIS GOLDDIGGING INTERLOCKED FAMILIES) ARE RUNNING THE
WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM
Klaus’s ﬁrst job after university was managing a 10,000-employee merger of Escher-Wyss AG and Sulzer AG. Now we
know that these companies and their families were interlocked and this was merely window dressing. This occurred
just as Sulzer was shipping specialize compressor and turbine seals to South Africa. Later, Swiss fugitive Marc Rich ran
sanctions against South Africa for this secret Pilgrims Society nuclear cabal.

“Schwab’s Sulzer, Escher Wyss companies have been one of the world’s top suppliers of
nuclear turbine and enrichment technologies”
Also see: 7 LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT #THEGREATRESET MASTERMIND KLAUS SCHWAB
(h ps://silview.media/2020/11/23/7-li le-known-facts-about-thegreatreset-mastermind-klaus-schwab/)

(h ps://silview.media/2020/11/23/7-li le-known-facts-about-thegreatreset-mastermind-klaus-schwab/)
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I made this
past
September
, didn’t I?
Who’s a
nazi now?

To be continued?
Our work and existence, as media and people, is funded solely by our most generous readers and we want to keep this
way.
We hardly made it before, but this summer something’s going on, our audience stats show bizarre pa erns, we’re
severely under estimates and the last savings are gone. We’re not your responsibility, but if you ﬁnd enough beneﬁts in
this work…
Help SILVIEW.media survive and grow, please donate here (h ps://www.paypal.com/paypalme2/dubkraft), anything
helps. Thank you!
! Articles can always be subject of later editing as a way of perfecting them
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(h ps://www.zazzle.com/collections/silview-119426787020574010)
We gave up on our proﬁt shares from masks, if you want to help us, please use the donation bu on!
We think frequent mask use, even short term use can be bad for you, but if you have no way around them, at least send
a message of consciousness.
Get it here! (h ps://www.zazzle.com/collections/silview-119426787020574010)
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